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With non-stop media coverage about the pandemic, it’s natural to have
feelings of despair, helplessness, or a loss of control. It’s a lot to take in and a
lot to wrap our arms around.

While it is important to stay up-to-date with accurate information on the
progression of the virus, studies are finding repeated media exposure to the
pandemic can cause significant psychological distress. Whether we
consciously realize it or not, consistent exposure to this kind of news
activates our physiological response of perceiving a threat.

“Threat” is an adaptative response that’s not meant to be activated for
extended periods of time. Doing so only deepens and prolongs these feelings
of worry that we’re experiencing.

One significant stress factor during these times is this sense of uncertainty;
how do we handle this uncertainty, or how do we navigate what is ambiguous
to us?

Non-stop Media Coverage



It is very rare 
that we can 

be 100% 
certain of the 
outcome of 
our actions 

or behaviors.

The only thing that is certain is that there is going to be
uncertainty. While crisis situations and the media
attention tend to put uncertainty in the spotlight, we deal
with uncertainty very regularly.

It is very rare that we can be 100% certain of the outcome
of our actions or behaviors. In fact, many of us are
currently harboring several false beliefs. For example,
here are some common beliefs:

1. We only use 10% of our brains: We use virtually
every part of our brain, and most of it is active for the
majority of the time.

2. We lose most of our body heat through our heads:
Our face and heads are just more sensitive to
temperature than other parts of our body.

3. If you swallow chewing gum, it will stay in your
system for seven years: Apparently it doesn’t take
much longer than anything else to pass through.

Many of us are guilty of
believing in one or more of
these falsehoods. Another false
belief that people inherently
hold is that things are much
more predictable than they are
in reality.

Being certain about what is
uncertain can be dangerous
and can also constrain your
thinking and your ability to
make rational decisions.



We often fail to consider all possible alternatives because we implicitly make
an assumption of one outcome being a certainty.

What this does is puts us in a situation of allowing the future to happen rather
than being a part of making it happen; we let the external factors control us
instead of remaining in control of ourselves.

That’s what happens when we don’t consider all possible alternatives—we let
the external factors control us instead of remaining in control of ourselves.

Recognize and accept the uncertainty of the future—those are things that we
are in complete control of—and we need to learn to be positive about what we
can control.

In other words, be aware and wary of what we know—especially of what we
know for sure.
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Take a moment to answer this
question.

A Quick Exercise

We’ll have you look at your answer
in a moment. Now, consider this
question, “How do you know that the
solution you came up with is the best
answer to this problem? How can
you be certain?”

The more ideas we discover, the
higher our probability that we’ll have
a good idea. Right? That’s how
numbers work. So, the solution
should not be chosen because it was
the learned answer, it should be the
best of all the alternatives.

During times of crisis, we tend to lose
our footing and feel this overwhelming
sense of not knowing which way is up.
As we’ve been sharing with you already,
we develop assumptions about what
these feelings mean.

Assumptions box us in and paralyze us
from being able to think creatively about
the future state. In order to break down
these assumptions, we need to spend
time “unboxing” these feelings.

But, how can 
you be 

certain?

“What is half of 13?” 



1. Think With Pen & Paper

Take time to think. “How are you
feeling about navigating this
ambiguous state? How would you
classify these feelings? Ask
yourself “Why?” Why do you feel
these feelings? Continually insert
the word “because” after every
answer.

Digging deep into your own
reasoning provides clarity on what
you’re trying to achieve. This may
take several iterations before you
get to a place of comfort. Try not
to put a time limit on this part of
the process.

The “Unboxing” Process
While this will appear to be an easy four step process, it’s not. We do this
process with our clients over the course of several days. Don’t try to rush
through it, that’s not effective.

2. Grab the Control Levers

Once you have clarity, you can begin to reset your perspective. By this we
mean your behaviors and attitude toward the amount of control you have over
your life.

This is the point at which you choose to either view the outside factors of
being in control or focus your energy on the things in your life you can control.
And this too takes consistent effort to remind ourselves that we are in control
of our lives.



3. Map it Out

Purpose is your road map. Together with your perspective, purpose gives you
focus and the power to act in accordance with your values. With a clear
purpose, or Vision if you will, you create an unambiguous passion that
propels you forward, no matter the many encounters you’ll have along the
way. Have you ever stopped to think about what Disney meant when they
coined the phrase, “Just Keep Swimming?”

4. Chart Your Course

Here is where you start to write down the concrete activities that help you
achieve your vision. Have more short-term win activities than long-term win
activities as you’re starting out.

Goal setting however, is not wishing and day-dreaming. Your goals need to
be realistic, measurable, deadline-targeted, value anchored, and most
importantly written down.



Let’s revisit the question I asked you
on the previous slide, what is half of
13? You knew there was going to be
some purpose to us asking you what
is half of 13 other than testing your
arithmetic abilities. 6.5 is what most
people say, but it is not the only
answer.

Thinking outside of the box you can
come up with multiple ideas.
• Half of 13 can give you “thir” and
“teen”

• Half of 13 can give you “1” and “3”
• In roman numerals it can give you
“X” and “III”, or 10 and 3

• If you split the roman numerals
horizontally you can get two sets of
VIII, 8

Coming up with multiple alternatives
can force you to overcome cliched
patterns of thinking. But this is difficult
to do—you probably guessed that
there was some kind of trick going on,
but it was still very difficult to think of
any solution other than 6.5. Just like
any other skill, it’s something we have
to practice to get better at.

So, we have to remember that almost
nothing is certain. The more
comfortable we can become with that,
the more we can control our creative
thinking and navigate what’s
ambiguous.

Back to Our 
Exercise



You are 
what 
you 

believe. 

What we’ve just been talking about is one of the hardest parts to our process of
Navigating Ambiguity, which is resetting your perspective.

While you may have heard the phrase, “you are what you eat,” we believe it is
even more true that “you are what you believe.” In fact, our entire view of the
world is shaped by our beliefs.

In many ways, what we see with our own eyes depends on what we choose to
believe. Don’t take anything for certain. The way that we see uncertainty,
especially in crisis moments—and the way that we choose to handle that
uncertainty—depends on how we challenge the assumption of what our eyes are
seeing.

“Challenge the assumptions 
you make about what your 

eyes are seeing…”



Take the image of the four men here. We have a learned knowledge that
things appear smaller the further away they are. When we look at this
image, we assume depth because the lines trick us into believing the image
is three dimensional.
So, we look at this image and believe that the man furthest away must be a
giant person. However, if you measured each of these men, you would find
that all four men are, in fact, the same size.
If I could see you, I would hope by now that you are holding up rulers or
pens to measure the size of the men. And that’s good! That means you’re
practicing challenging the assumptions of your own mind.
Remember, don’t take anything for certain; this is where practicing what we
call Positive Uncertainty comes into play. Even in normal circumstances,
negative perceptions tend to skew our memories to suppress our positive
outlook.
So, to breakdown the negative assumptions and hold onto our reset
perspective that we are in control, we need to very intentionally recall our
positive experiences.



The Positive Experience Bank
This Positive Experience Bank operates just as any savings account you may
have. You build it up over time so that you can draw on it during times of need.
Your confidence in your ability to have positive experiences increases as you
see your bank grow. You get out what you put in.
Try this exercise. First, answer these two How do you feel about today? Why do
you feel this way? Follow up with, “Because…” as you answer the questions.
Next, write down all the positive experiences you’ve had today.

Commit to yourself that you will do this one-minute exercise everyday. It helps to
keep a single journal or note pad where you can see your positive experiences
each time you do this and re-read them. You will begin to see the positive
experiences build and strengthen.



“Smooth seas 
never made a 
skilled sailor.” 

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

Positivity increases our confidence, supports challenging our assumptions,
and fuels our creativity to think strategically for the future. But it also takes
practice.

The way to navigate ambiguity is to consistently challenge your assumptions
and develop positivity about what is uncertain.

In doing this your confidence increases in your ability to be in control of your
future and take action.


